Lecrae, Tori Kelly Tunebat I ll Find You by Lecrae song meaning, lyric interpretation, video and chart position.

Lecrae: Just fight a little longer my friend It’s all worth it in the end But when you got nobody to turn to C Em Just hold on, and I’ll find you D I’ll find you G I’ll find you C Em Just hold on, and I’ll find you [Verse 1] Em I’ll find you by Lecrae feat. Tori Kelly on Amazon Music - Amazon.com Search results for “Lecrae I’ll Find You”. Tori Kelly - I’ll Find You (WIDE MINDZ Remix) I’ll Find You- Lecrae ft Tori Kelly (Piano Cover) David Oriakhi.


Tori Kelly - I’ll Find You Warner/Chappell Music. I’Il Find You (tradução) (Letra e música para ouvir) - Just fight a little longer my friend / It’s all worth it in the end / But when you got nobody to turn to / Just hold on and I’ll find you.


Lecrae feat. Tori Kelly - I’ll Find You (WIDE MINDZ Remix) I’ll Find You- Lecrae ft Tori Kelly (Piano Cover) David Oriakhi.